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Feel the thrill of wielding the blade of power known as the Elden Ring and fight for the glory of the
Elder Faction! The Elden Ring is an action RPG set in a “world between”, a place where the four gods
known as the Four Lords are supposed to have been sealed. In this world, fantasy gods, such as
elves, goblins, wizards, and dragons, now stand side by side with modern-day humans and monsters.
As an adventurer taking on the role of an Elden Lord, you are naturally equipped with the heart of an
Elden lord. Elden Ring Features: • The World of Lands Between The world of Lands Between is a vast
world where the area between worlds is known as the Lands Between. • A World of Fantasy Design
The overwhelming excitement of a game about the realm of fantasy gods and modern-day humans
and monsters truly comes alive. • An Intense Action Experience Dodge powerful monsters, perform
advanced melee attacks, and discover an action-packed universe full of twists and turns. Skill-Based
Attacks By combining your melee attack with the weapon-based elemental abilities of the Elden
Ring, you can freely form attacks. Elemental Attack Style: • SWORD ATTACK With the use of the
weapon you are equipped with, attack with heavy force. You can set the conditions under which the
attack will be used and avoid using it during certain situations. • MAGIC ATTACK Cast magic
depending on the current situation. You can freely set the conditions under which the spell will be
used and avoid using it during certain situations. • TALENT ATTACK If it’s not enough to simply make
use of the weapon and magic you have equipped, you can also combine them to form complex
attacks. The Sword Type: In this game, you can exchange your sword and quiver freely. The sword
that you used during the previous battle appears on the character portrait at the bottom of the
screen, so you can check the progress of your weapon exchange. The Sword Type has three Attack
Styles and three Magic Types: The Attack Styles: Warrior: Strong attack ability; heavy damage but
low strength. Berserker: Powerful attack ability; highly accurate but very powerful. Knight: High
attack ability; moderate damage but fast speed. The Magic Types: Fire: Fast and accurate magic.
Water: Slow and accurate magic. Wind:
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Elden Ring Features Key:
4- Player Online Conquest ?Using skillful combos and powerful team combos to overwhelm and push
back the enemy party, 4 (or more) players combine their strength to summon allies to destroy the
enemy.
4- Player Deathmatch ?In the style of a survival game, defeat the enemy players as quickly as you
can to score points.
Strong Character Customization Options ?Easily complete your perfect character by freely changing
your appearance, equipment, and attributes.
Large World Exploration ?Encounter each creature, each dungeon, each treasure, and many other
surprises in this expansive world.
Colorful battles that draw your attention to the impressive gameplay like the Core Art Style of the game and
Fantasy Action RPG nature.
Work towards challenging goals that force you to adjust your strategy even in extremely difficult battles.
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